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maureen scott harris is a poet and essayist 
based in Toronto. Her second collection of 
poems, Drowning Lessons (Pedlar Press), was 
published in 2004  and that year won the 
Ontario Trillium Book Award for Poetry. Recent 
awards include the WildCare Tasmania Nature 
Writing Prize (2009), The lbj/Avian Life/
Literary Arts Sparrow Prize for Prose (2008), 
Second Prize in cv2 ’s Two-Day Poem Contest 
(2007) and First Prize in Prairie Fire’s Creative 
Non-Fiction Contest (2006).

previous books and chapbooks

Weathering: a group poem (a chapbook, with 
Ruth Roach Pierson, Sue Chenette, Patria 
Rivera, Julie Roorda). Silver Maple Press, 2008   
(Republished online in Poemeleon, May 2010)

The Raven and the Writing Desk (a chapbook, 
with Kelley Aitken). JackPine Press, 2007

Drowning Lessons, Pedlar Press, Toronto, 2004

The World Speaks (a chapbook) Junction Books, 
Toronto, 2003

A Possible Landscape, Brick Books, London, 1993

Slow Curve Out, Maureen Scott Harris’s new collection, 
gathers meditative poems of sensory engagement with both 
human and nonhuman worlds. The poet strives to see and 
hear the world clearly, trusting perception and experience 
before idea. Alert for resonances both among things and 
between inner and outer worlds, the poems ask us to adjust 
our sense of what it is to be human, to give up our (false) 
separation from the rest of the living world, and to recognize 
and celebrate our embeddedness in the web of relationships 
that constitutes life on Earth.
 Walking as well as looking and listening, the poems 
meander through a world that includes chickadees, crows, 
ravens, weather, rivers, valleys, dogs, traffic jams, prairie, 
deaths, births, weddings, mothers, fathers, daughters, 
languages, bones, dreams and more. Here beauty and pain 
coexist, and neither experience nor thought is fixed. How, 
the poems ask, does one keep one’s balance? Pay attention is 
their answer. Enacting a longing to be at home, both in the 
world and in the self, aware of the permeability of human 
consciousness, the poems say be here and notice the other 
presences—you’re not alone.

Slow Curve Out

poems by Maureen Scott Harris
isbn 1-897141-50-5
978-1-897141-50-2
$20 | paper
September 2012

cover art  Lee Lidbury

previous books 

Wittgenstein Elegies – 1986

The New Room – 1989

Lyric Philosophy – 1992

Songs for Relinquishing the Earth – 1996 , 1998 
(winner of the 1999  Governor General’s Award 
for Poetry)

21  Small Songs – 2000

Wisdom & Metaphor – 2003  (shortlisted for the 
2004  Governor General’s Award for Nonfiction)

Robinson’s Crossing – 2004  (winner of the 
Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize, shortlisted for the 
2004  Governor General’s Award for Poetry)

Thirty-seven Small Songs & Thirteen Silences – 
2005  (shortlisted for the Dorothy Livesay Poetry 
Prize and the Pat Lowther Award)

Plato as Artist – 2009

Forge – 2011 (shortlisted for the 2012  Griffin 
Poetry Prize and the Pat Lowther Award: winners 
announced after presstime)

what frog is saying about THE BOOK OF FROG

The Book of Frog is probably the best book ever written, right 
up there with The Divine Comedy and Gilgamesh. Except it’s 
short and in English! A cinch, huh? You will like it.
 In addition to being action-packed and by me, it has 
some great pictures (also of me). And it has some excellent 
emails from my friend Al, who is extremely smart. You will 
learn stuff you never knew, maybe even be enlightened. (It’s 
possible.) 
 If you think that because it is a book by a frog, it has 
nothing for you, you are wrong. Frogs are the best. Even Al 
thinks so. It talks about Schubert and baseball and green 
onion pancakes. With ponzu sauce! And there are heaps of 
tips on how to manage the humans in your life.
 What are you waiting for? Get your copy today! Get 
copies for all your friends! Release your inner amphibian! It’s 
like they say: small, gutsy and gorgeous. Also green! 
 On real paper with real ink. Accept no substitutes. Ask 
for Genuine Frog.

jan zwicky is a Canadian philosopher, poet, essayist and 
musician. Zwicky is a Professor Emerita in the Department 
of Philosophy at the University of Victoria, where she taught 
both philosophy and interdisciplinary humanities courses 
from 1996 until 2009. She has served as a faculty member at 
the Banff Centre Writing Studio, has conducted numerous 
writing workshops and edits regularly for Brick Books.
   Zwicky’s poetry is featured in a number of anthologies. It 
deals frequently with music, as well as the natural world, 
and has often been cited for its intense lyricism. Numerous 
individual poems have been translated into Czech, French, 
German, Serbian, Spanish and Italian. Zwicky lives in British 
Columbia.

The Book of Frog 

a fiction by Jan Zwicky
isbn 1-897141-49-1
978-1-897141-49-6
$20 | paper
September 2012

photowork Ian Fryer
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ronna bloom  is the author of four books 
of poetry, most recently, Permiso (Pedlar Press, 
2009), shortlisted for the Pat Lowther Award. 
Her poems have been translated into Spanish 
and Bengali and broadcast on cbc  Radio. Her 
work appeared in “Poetry is Public is Poetry,” 
an initiative of Toronto Poet Laureate Dionne 
Brand, which showcases and celebrates the work 
of Canadian poets to help transform Toronto’s 
public realm into a forum for the written 
word. Bloom works as a writing teacher and 
psychotherapist. She has led workshops across 
Canada and abroad, and currently is Poet in 
Community at the University of Toronto.
www.ronnabloom.com

Some things have no reason. Why you leave a lover or 
join another, why you choose to stay where you live; these 
questions you may have no answer for. Or the answers change. 
Cloudy with a Fire in the Basement explores living from an 
awareness that has no reference points, that carries the risk  
of making no sense, of losing others who may require sense, of  
understanding that there’s no safety. The poems go toward 
these notions, even if the writer sometimes flees. Within 
Bloom’s new poems, a striving toward freedom exists that 
demands examination of things the psyche revolts against or 
craves. By hawking an eye on experience that has previously 
been rejected or desired — cruelty, love, grief, a good fitting 
pair of jeans, God — the poems investigate stuck places and 
too-tight habits. They skitter and rest, and lie down in the 
chaos and the quiet, in the overwhelming, tragic, sequinned 
world.

previous books

Fear of the Ride, Carleton University Press, 1996

Personal Effects, Pedlar Press, 2000

Public Works, Pedlar Press, 2004

Permiso, Pedlar Press, 2009

Cloudy with a Fire in 
the Basement

poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 1-897141-51-3
978-1-897141-51-9
$20 | paper
September 2012

cover art Jim Tubb

carole langille is the author of three 
books of poetry and has been nominated for 
the Governor General’s Award and the Atlantic 
Poetry Prize. Six poems from her third book, 
Late in a Slow Time, were put to music by the 
composer Chan Ka Nin and performed at 
Sound Symposium and the Ottawa International 
Chamber Music Festival, and will be recorded on 
Duo Concertante’s next cd . Her children’s book, 
Where the Wind Sleeps, was awarded “Our Choice” 
by Canadian Children’s Book Centre. Langille 
has given readings in New York, Athens and 
Prague; and workshops in Delhi and Kashmir. 
Langille lives in Black Point, Nova Scotia.

Church of the Exquisite Panic: The Ophelia Poems is a study 
of how “song by song down the long corridor” we feel our 
way through this life. The book’s point of view shifts through 
several sections, building narrative; and at the centre of the 
narrative lies an old question: how do we each find our voice? 

“Journey / is a type of singing…/ The great lie is this: that 
voyage means / going. Each time I venture out, / I am always 
led inward, hurtling…”

previous books

When I Always Wanted Something (Short Stories),  
Mercury Press, 2008

Late In A Slow Time (Poetry), Mansfield Press, 2003

In Cannon Cave (Poetry), Brick Books, 1997

All That Glitters in Water (Poetry), New Poetry Series, 
Baltimore, Maryland, 1990

Interview With A Stick Collector (Children’s Book),  
Roseway Publishing, 2004

Where the Wind Sleeps (Children’s Book), Roseway  
Publishing, 1996

Church of the Exquisite 
Panic: the Ophelia Poems

by Carole Glasser Langille
isbn 1-897141-52-1
978-1-897141-52-6
$20 | paper
October 2012
Guest edited by Alayna Munce

cover art Maryanna Hardy
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Recent Releases 

Blood Relatives
a novel by Craig Francis Power

isbn 1-897141-35-1
$21 | paper

Revenge Fantasies of the 
PoliticallyDispossessed

a novel by Jacob Wren
isbn 1-897141-36-x  $20 | paper

Active Pass
poems by Jane Munro
isbn 1-897141-38-6

$20 | paper

Anderson
a novel by Michael Boyce

isbn 1-897141-37-8
$21 | paper

Recent Releases 

Nominated  
2010 bmo 

winterset 
award

Winner 
2011  relit
award for 

fiction

Post-Apothecary
poems by Sandra Ridley
isbn 1-897141-45-9

$20 | paper

There Devil, Eat That 
poems by JonArno Lawson

isbn 1-897141-44-0
$20 | paper

Straight Razor Days 
poems by Joel Thomas Hynes

isbn 1-897141-42-4
$20 | paper

Hydrologos
poems by Warren Heiti
isbn 1-897141-43-2

$20 | paper

Marrow, Willow
poems by Maureen Hynes

isbn 1-897141-39-4
$20 | paper

Wore Down Trust 
poems by Michael Blouin

isbn 1-897141-40-8
$20 | paper

Intention Implication Wind
fiction by Ken Sparling
isbn 1-897141-41-6

$21 | paper

Gay Dwarves of 
America 

short fiction by Anne Fleming
isbn 1-897141-46-7
978-1-897141-46-5

$21 | paper
April 2012

Giant

a debut novel by Aga Maksimowska
isbn 1-897141-47-5
978-1-897141-47-2

$22 | paper
May 2012

Left for Right 

poems by Glen Downie
isbn 1-897141-48-3
978-1-897141-48-9

$20 | paper
April 2012

Top Prize 
2012

poetry 
now 



Backlist Backlist

Nominated 
bc book 

prize 

Finalist 
2007 
edna

staebler 
award 

Hannus a poetic biography  
by Rachel Lebowitz
isbn 1-897141-11-4

paper | $23

Let’s Pretend we Never Met
poems by Nathaniel G. Moore

isbn 1-897141-15-7
paper | $20

Families are Formed
Through Copulation

drama by Jacob Wren
isbn 1-897141-12-2

paper | $22

Finalist 
2007 

governor
general’s award 

Nerve Language
poems by Brian Henderson

isbn 1-897141-13-0
paper | $20

Finalist  
e.j. pratt

poetry 
award 
2007 

Stormy Weather: Foursomes
poems by Stan Dragland

isbn 1-897141-01-7
cloth | $25

The Book of Skeletons
poems by Rachel Vigier
isbn 1-897141-05-x

paper | $20

Good Meat 
poems by Dani Couture
isbn 1-897141-09-2

paper | $20

Between
stories by Laurie Petrou
isbn 1-897141-10-6

paper | $23

2007 
The Globe & Mail

best 100
books

Drowning Lessons
poems by Maureen Scott Harris  

isbn 0-9732140-8-2
paper |  $21

The Man in the  
Moon-Fixer’s Mask

a children’s book by JonArno Lawson 
illustrated by Sherwin Tjia

isbn 0-9732140-9-0
cloth | $25

Black Stars in a White 
Night Sky

a children’s book by JonArno Lawson
llustrated by Sherwin Tjia

isbn 1-897141-07-6
cloth | $22

Small Arguments
poems by Souvankham Thammavongsa

isbn 0-9732140-5-8
paper | $17.95

Winner 
 t r i l l i u m 

awa r d

Finalist 
the lion 

& unicorn 
award
(usa) 

Winner 
the lion 

& unicorn 
award
2007 

Winner 
relit award 
for poetry

New Quarterly 
most beloved 
poet award

Winner 
C A A /BookTV 
emerging

author
award

The Drowned Lands
a novel by Stan Dragland

isbn 1-897141-19-x
paper | $22 

Skin Room 
a novel by Sara Tilley
isbn 1-897141-20-3

paper | $22 

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

Nominated 
nl arts
council 

winterset
award 

Nominated 
thomas h
raddall
atlantic
fiction 

prize 

Personal History
a suite of personal essays  

by Roo Borson
isbn 1-897141-21-1

paper | $20 

Watermarks
poems by Joanne Page
isbn 1-897141-23-8

paper | $20 

Nominated 
 t r i l l i u m 

awa r d
2 0 0 8

The Bewilderments  
of Bernard Willis

a novel by Aaron Peck
isbn 1-897141-22-x  paper | $20

Salt Physic
poems by Jacqueline Larson

isbn 1-897141-24-6
paper | $20 

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

The Reflecting P0ol
poems by Maleea Acker
isbn 1-897141-29-7

paper | $20

Last Taxi to Nutmeg Mews
a memoir by Sarah Murphy

isbn 1-897141-28-9
paper | $22

Found  poems by 
Souvankham Thammavongsa

isbn 1-897141-14-9
paper | $20

I’m not going to  lie to you
poems by Mike Blouin
isbn 1-897141-17-3

paper | $20

As Good As Dead  
a novel by Stan Rogal
isbn 1-897141-16-5

paper | $20

Side Effect
graphic work by Lorenz Peter

isbn 1-897141-18-1
paper | $20

AS
GOOD 

AS 
DEAD

(a cautionary tale)

S!"#  R$%"&

Adapted  
to film by 

paramita 
nath Nominated 

relit award 
for 

poetry
Finalist  

lampman-
scott 
award 
2008 

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

The Others Raisd in Me
plunderverse by Gregory Betts

isbn 1-897141-30-0
$20 | paper 

The Plight House
a novel by Jason Hrivnak

isbn 1-897141-31-9
$20 | paper 

Ivan’s Birches
poems by Barry Dempster

isbn 1-897141-27-0
$20 | paper 

Sweet
poems by Dani Couture

isbn 1-897141-34-3
$20 | paper

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetryNominated 

relit award 
for 

fiction

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

Nominated   
trillium

award for
poetry  

Winner 
2011  relit 
award for 

poetry

The Little Seamstress
poems by Phil Hall

isbn 1-897141-32-7
$20 | paper 

Book
a novel by Ken Sparling

isbn 1-897141-33-5
$21 | paper

Permiso
poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 1-897141-26-2

$20 | paper

The Incident Report
a novel by Martha Baillie

isbn 1-897141-25-4
$21 | paper 

Nominated 
pat lowther 

memorial 
award

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

2009 
The Globe & Mail

best 100
books

Longlist  
giller
prize 
2009 

Nominated 
2011  relit
award for 

fiction

Nominated   
2011

trillium
award 



Backlist Backlist

Sex Libris
poems by Antonella Brion

isbn 0-9681884-0-0
paper | $19.95

The Only-Good Heart
a novel by Beth Goobie
isbn 0-9681884-1-9

paper | $21.95

Fishing Up the Moon
a novel by Anne Hines
isbn 0-9681884-3-5

paper | $19.95

Lilac in Leather
a novel by Sarah Murphy

isbn 0-9681884-2-7
paper | $24

JourneyMind
a novel by Brad Thomas Batten

isbn 0-9686522-4-7
paper | $22.95

Personal Effects
poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 0-9686522-0-4

paper | $18.95

Wild Mouse
short prose & a suite of poems 
by Derek McCormack and 

Chris Chambers
isbn 0-9681884-4-3

paper | $15.50

The Girls Who Dream Me
poems by Beth Goobie
isbn 0-9681884-6-x

paper | $18.95

Rocket Science
a novel by Julia Gaunce
isbn 0-9686522-1-2

paper | $21.95

Animal Life in Bucharest
poems by John Degen
isbn 0-9681884-8-6

paper | $14.95

Mouthing the Words
a novel by Camilla Gibb

isbn 0-9681884-5-1
paper | $21.95

Lake Where No One Swims
poems by Chris Chambers

isbn 0-9681884-7-8
paper | $18.50

Killing Things
poems by John Degen
isbn 0-9686522-8-x

paper | $19.95

Cheez 100
an artbook by Fiona Smyth

isbn 0-9686522-2-0
paper | $25

Monkey
a novel by Michael Boyce

isbn 0-9732140-7-4
paper | $22

Persuasion for a  
Mathematician
poems by Joanne Page
isbn 0-9732140-3-1

paper | $21

Circadia
poems by Alison Watt
isbn 1-897141-02-5

paper | $20

Charisma
a novel by  

Margaret Christakos
isbn 0-9681884-9-4

paper | $20.95

Lesbian National Parks  
and Services

Field Guide to North America
by Rangers Dempsey and Millan

isbn 0-9686522-6-3  
paper | $28

[untitled]
a novel by Ken Sparling
isbn 0-9732140-1-5

cloth | $22.95

The Fifth Girl
poems by May Chan

isbn 0-9686522-5-5
paper | $19.95

Chaos Mission
a graphic novel by Lorenz Peter

isbn 0-9732140-0-7
paper | $25

On Every Stone
poems by Rachel Vigier
isbn 0-9686522-9-8

paper | $19.95

Pale Red Footprints
poems by K.I. Press

isbn 0-9686522-3-9
paper | $18.95

Simple Master
poems by Alice Burdick
isbn 0-9686522-7-1

paper | $19.95

The Forgotten Voices  
of Jane Dark

short fiction and essays by Sarah Murphy
isbn 0-9732140-4-x

paper | $22

Nominated 
 t r i l l i u m 

awa r d

Winner 
 t o r o n t o

b o o k 
awa r d

Nominated 
 g e o r g e s
b u g n e t 
awa r d

Nominated 
 t o r o n t o

b o o k 
awa r d

Under the Poet Tree
a Centauri Anthology

edited by Beth Follett, with Laura 
Farina & Glenn Clifton
isbn 0-9732140-6-6

paper | $18.70

For Those whom God has 
Blessed with Fingers

a novel by Ken Sparling
isbn 1-897141-03-3

paper | $22

Doug Wright
Award 2006 

best 
emerging

talent 

Nominated 
pat lowther 

memorial 
award

Public Works
poems by Ronna Bloom
isbn 0-9732140-2-3

paper | $19.95

This Woman Alphabetical
poems by Laura Farina
isbn 1-897141-04-1

paper | $20

Dark Adpatation
a graphic novel by Lorenz Peter

isbn 1-897141-06-8
paper | $22

Dried Tangerine Skin
poems by May Chan
isbn 1-897141-08-4

paper | $20

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
poetry

Winner 
archibald 
lampman 

award

Nominated 
relit award 

for 
fiction
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Why “Pedlar Press”?

How did you come to name the press Pedlar? Many have 
asked me. In 1996, searching for a name, I uncovered the 
little-known fact of Walt Whitman selling his Leaves of 
Grass door-to-door across America. A pedlar of poetry & of 
beauty & of a great love for the human & natural worlds: 
I believed, in 1996, that the image of a queer poet (who 
had suffered already more than his share of detractors), on 
the road in the dark with only a pronounced trust in the 
worthiness of his project, was an image that would sustain 
me across the vicissitudes, the blind alleys & cries in the 
night. And it has, a thousand times over.

Pedlar Press is dedicated to the memory of Walt Whitman’s 
agency & dignity & faith. 
(Walt Whitman, May 31 , 1819  – March 26 , 1892)  

the publisher  wishes to acknowledge the ongoing and 
necessary financial support gratefully received from the Canada 
Council for the Arts and the Ontario Arts Council.

Beth Follett  Publisher 
po box 26 station p  toronto on m5s  2s6  416.534.2011   feralgrl@interlog.com   www.pedlarpress.com

Small, Gutsy (& Gorgeously designed by Zab Design & Typography)



I have given up

complaining

 

but nobody

notices 

— phyllis  webb,  Naked Poems


